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Vampire Knight is a story about how Vampires Survive without drinking blood This review contains
spoilers. After thinking the first season was OK I decided to watch the second season. However
overall this was probably the worst season of the show. It was very slow and very boring. It also got
stupid compared to twilight standard.

Spoiler alert Yuki gets turned into a vampire and she finds out kaname is her sort of brother and
their parents were actually siblings suggesting that pure blood vampires are able to have incestuous
relationships this killed the show for me and not only that the main characters become unlikeable
really fast. Kaname is a jerk and Yuki is more unlikeable after she turns into a vampire. I actually
thought this season 2 of the anime was a lot more interesting then the first season. We get to see
Yuki finally become a vampire and dang, I didn't expect her hair to grow at such a length! I was so
use to her short/long style in season one but she stands out either way!

I really wish we get to see another 3rd instalment of the Vampire Knights series because i would love
to see more of what she's like as a vampire and the fact Zero wants to kill her since he too is a
vampire, makes me crave to wanting more action between the two! I hope they date and don't kill
each other in the end since they would be a cute couple to match up! I'm sure there's a manga
about them out there but being on the big screen would be even cooler!

Really good season 2, season 3 I'm waiting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! d6a2afd33b 
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